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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

In this term-paper, the focus of the problem is the pursuit of The American 

Dream from Ate, Mae, Reagan, and Jane. American dream is a dream to live better 

for people who live there. They do all the ways to reach The American Dream 

because the competition is so tight. They have to through the tough  

The main character is Jane Reyes who works at Golden Oaks. Ate helps her 

to find a job. She works as surrogate mother in there.. Because Ate has an 

experience as a nanny, she knows that job can make someone’s life better. In fact, 

Ate can buy many properties. Jane has to live at the Golden Oaks. She cannot meet 

her daughter, it makes Jane sad. The money that she earns from Golden Oaks is not 

worth for her longing to Amalia. Unlike Jane, Ate still works very hard for her 

children. She also misses them, but she does this for her children’s life. 

Based on the analysis of chapter 3 and 4, Jane, Ate, Reagan, and Mae are 

impacted by the American dream. They have thought that it is easy to get money in 

America if they are successful.  The impact of the American Dream that we can see 

from the characterization of the characters. Because they have to work hard to have 

a better life, one of the characters becomes an ambitious person. She wants her 

dreams come true and she forgets her health. She gets a lot of money but she feels 

ill and she has to be hospitalized. 

From the explanation above, the writer concludes that the theme in this 

research is The Pursuit of American Dream That Led to Conflict. This is because 

the way Jane, Ate, Mae, and Reagan to achieve the American Dream are quite same. 

They work very hard to get a lot of money. Jane works hard because she wants to 

have a better life with her daughter in America. Ate has worked for a long time in 

there, she has many experiences about the job. So she always helps the other 

immigrants who need the job. She works hard for her children. Because she wants 

to live happily. Reagan works at Golden Oaks because she does not want to depend 

on her father. She wants to have her own income. Even though she has to give her 

bonus to Jane and forget her dream, she still works hard. Mae Yu, the owner of 
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Golden Oaks has a vision to advance her company. She has new projects with her 

fiancée, the McDonald project. She wants her company can grow. Besides that, she 

also has a plan that she will classify the premium host. Because she knows that her 

clients really like the smart and beautiful hosts. 

All the characters try to achieve their dream. Because of their hard work, 

they earn money. Jane uses the money to rent a good apartment for her and Amalia. 

Amalia lives in a good apartment with Ate while Jane works at Golden Oaks. After 

she quit from the Golden Oaks, Jane works as a nanny in Mae’s family. Ate buys 

some properties and give her bonus to her children. She also tries to help Mae has 

a new project to develop the Golden Oaks, but she has to be hospitalized because 

she is sick. And Reagan gives her bonus to Jane. She helps Jane to meet Amalia. 

She cannot reach her dream in this day for helping Jane. 

According to this research, the writer hopes that this research will be useful 

for the readers and people who are interested with the American Dream. It is 

potential for the next research. Since there is no research that use The Farm, people 

will be able to use this research by using another approaches such as psychological 

approach, or another sociological approaches.  


